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INTRODUCTION
In 2012 the State legislature approved amendments to Public Act 283 of 1909 which allows
the Berrien County Board of Commissioners to transfer powers from the Berrien County
Road Commissioners to the County Board of Commissioners. Ingham, Jackson, and Calhoun
have already transferred authority. Macomb and Wayne Counties are under the County
Executive form of county government and have also incorporated road responsibilities into
their departmental structure. Other counties have reviewed the issue and have decided not
to change anything.
Many citizens do not understand that road maintenance and construction are administered
by a separate appointed body and that the Board of Commissioners and the Berrien County
Administrator/Controller’s office do not have any direct control or oversight for this public
service. Although this is often clarified publicly, citizen perception is otherwise. County
Commissioners frequently find themselves involved in Road Commission matters without
direct control of this extension of county government.
While everyone wants good roads to drive on, the biggest inhibitor is a historic structural
revenue problem. With the passage of the new gas tax legislation additional funds have
started to flow to the road commission. These additional state funds are projected to
increase for Berrien County by approximately 1.0 million per year thru 2021. In addition,
ten townships have dedicated road millages while others contribute significant general fund
dollars. While significant new revenues are coming online, it is uncertain if these revenue
streams will meet the level of service desired by citizens.
At the Board’s request, this is an update to the 2013 Feasibility Study analyzing those
issues identified which surround the transfer of responsibility from the Berrien County Road
Commission to the County Board of Commissioners.
Is it feasible for the Berrien County Board of Commissioners to assume the
responsibilities of the Berrien County Road Commission?
The short answer remains “yes”, provided the County is willing to make the necessary
investment of personnel resources, and is prepared to deal with the day to day
responsibilities and potential liabilities of the Road Commission. My objective with this
study is:





To acquaint you with the Road Commission as it exists today.
Summarize the motivation of other Michigan counties who considered this step.
Provide you my personal assessment of the BCRC.
Explore the various options for addressing the concerns.
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A. THE BERRIEN COUNTY
C
RO
OAD COMM
MISSION
1. The
T
Board of
o Road Commissione
ers
The Board of Co
ommissioners (BOC) ha
as establish
hed the Berrrien County
y Board of Road
Comm
missioners (BCRC)
(
as a five memb
ber, appointted commisssion under P
Public Act 283 of
1909
9. The BCRC
C is a corpo
orate body, separate an
nd apart fro
om Berrien County Boa
ard of
Comm
missioners; however, itt is included
d in the Cou nty audit ass a “compon
nent unit”1 T
There
are currently
c
five
e (5) sitting
g members but
b one mem
mber’s posittion is being
g disputed in the
courtts. Nineteen
n other coun
nties currenttly have a s imilar organ
nization.

Chair Augu
ust Zielke, At-Large,
Term ex
xpires 12/31
1/2022
Bill Sm
mith, Distr
rict 1,
Term ex
xpires 12/31
1/2019
Bill Ho
odge, Distr
rict 2,
Term ex
xpires 12/31
1/2018
Joseph Margol,
M
Dis
strict 3,
Term ex
xpires 12/31
1/2017
Jess Minks,
M
Distr
rict 4,
Term ex
xpires 12/31
1/2021

Commis
ssioner
Distrrict 1

Commissioner
C
r
District 2

Road
missioners
Comm
districcts are
used aas a
general guide
duringg the
appointment
process. They
are no
ot based
on staatute.

Com
mmissioner
D
District 4
Co
ommissioner
District 3

By statute,
s
in addition to
o appointing
g the Road
d Commisssion, the C
County Boarrd of
Comm
missioners sets
s
the sala
ary and ben
nefits of the road comm
missioners. T
The per diem
m, as
estab
blished, mirrors the policy of the County
C
Com missioners. The chart b
below show
ws the
appro
oximate ann
nual cost of the Berrien County Boa
ard of Road
d Commissio
oners.

1

Other “co
omponent unitts” are the Drain Commission
n, Brownfield R
Redevelopmen
nt Authority, Ecconomic
Developme
ent Corporatio
on, Land Bank Authority,
A
and Mental Healthh Authority.
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By sttatute, the Road Comm
mission Boarrd is a policcy setting B
Board with a limited am
mount
2
of responsibilitie
es. Among these duties, however,, are respon
nsibility for the fiscal h
health
of the Road Com
mmission an
nd the settin
ng of an ann
nual budgett. They also
o must appo
oint a
comp
petent superintendent and
a
a highw
way enginee
er (may be tthe same pe
erson), and may
engage other prrofessional and
a
consultant servicess, i.e. a ma
anaging dire
ector of the road
comm
mission who
o is then re
esponsible for the dailly operation
ns of the road commission
within the policy
y parameters
s set by the
e road comm
mission boarrd.

2. Responsibil
R
ities of the
e Road Com
mmission
The Berrien Cou
unty Road Commission
C
n is responssible for 1,4
482 miles o
of county ro
oads,
102 bridges
b
(cle
ear span of 20 feet or more)
m
and h
hundreds off cross road
d culverts. T
These
roads
s, bridges and culverts lie outside incorporate
ed areas succh as cities and villages
s. In
the macro sense, the BC
CRC has two season s which are defined as a sum
mmer
consttruction sea
ason inclusiv
ve of paving, re-grave
eling and re
esealing roads and a w
winter
seaso
on dedicated
d to plowing
g, salting an
nd sanding o
of roads.
The Berrien
B
County Road Co
ommission duties
d
includ
de, but are not limited to:








Road and bridge design, cconstruction
n, repair and
d maintenan
nce.
Snow removall, salting, an
nd sanding.
Surface treatm
ments like c hip & seal a
and crack se
ealing.
Strreet lane pa
ainting and m
marking and
d maintainin
ng road sign
nage.
Ensuring stead
dy and safe traffic patte
erns.
Controlling roa
adside vege
etation, mow
wing and bru
ush cutting..
Gra
avel road grrading.

2

The board
d of county roa
ad commission
ners shall act as
s an administra
rative board on
nly and the function of the bo
oard
shall be lim
mited to the forrmulation of po
olicy and the performance off official duties imposed by la
aw and delegatted by
the county
y board of comm
missioners,…(M
MCL 224.9)
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Roadside ditch
h and drain maintenancce.
We
eighmaster
Dra
ainage issue
es outside o
of establishe
ed drains
Ma
anagement of
o the road Right of Wa
ay
Intterfacing witth Township
ps on road issues and ffunding

This map
m of Benton Charter Tow
wnship demo
onstrates the extensive natture of the Ro
oad Commisssion’s
respo
onsibilities. Note:
N
Primaryy County Roads and Local County Roads (paved and unpaved).
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This map of the city of St. Joseph de
emonstrates how the BCR C responsibilities end at th
he city limit. Note
how road
ds become re
edefined as “city
“
major” and “city loccal” in placee of “primaryy and local county
roads”.
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3. BCRC
C Districts and
a
Equipm
ment
The BCR
RC has divided the county into four
f
districtts for mainttenance and snow plo
owing
Benton Harrbor, Eau C
activities
s with each having a maintenanc
ce garage ( located in B
Claire,
Baroda and
a
Bakerto
own--Bertrand Twp). It has 52 plow
w/dump tru
ucks, 2 grad
ders, 6 frontt end
loaders, 3 Grade-alls, and oth
her road maintenance
m
equipmentt. (Information from B
BCRC
Website.)
Certain operations
o
are
a handled
d on a countywide basis and are n
not impacte
ed by the district
format. The best ex
xamples of this are the signage o
operation w
which is cen
ntered in Be
enton
Harbor but
b
has the
e whole cou
unty as the
eir district. Another ex
xample is the weighmaster
function..

Watervliet Yard (no sstaff)

Beenton Township‐Garage & Admin.

Eau C
Claire Garage

Baaroda Garagee

Three Oakks Yard (no sttaff)

Bakertown G
Garage

Faccility Loccations
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4. BCRC
C Propertie
es.
In addition to its four
f
primarry service lo
ocations, th
he BCRC ha
as approxim
mately 60 o
other
d
throughout
t
the County
y. Many of these are little more than the ex
xcess
parcels distributed
property
y that runs along a roa
ad right of way.
w
Not sshown are ““Paper Road
d” right of ways
that prov
vide access to landlocke
ed propertie
es, inland la
akes and Lak
ke Michigan.
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5. BCRC Organiz
zational Sttructure.

The BCRC currenttly has tw
wo openings
s—the Man
naging Dire
ector and an engineering
technicia
an. Linde Delk, the former
f
Acco
ounting Spe
ecialist, is ccurrently in the positio
on of
Interim Manager.
M
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6. BCRC Personnel.

As of Dec 31, 2016, the BCRC had 67 full time employees. 17 of these were non‐union. 50 were
members of Local Union No. 324 of the International Union of Operating Engineers. That collective
bargaining contract expires in the fall of 2018.

Employee Years of Service
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
0 thru 4

5 thru 9

10 thru 14

15 thru 19

20 thru 24

25 thru 29

30 plus

According to the current contract, the retirement age for union and non-union employees is
age 60 with 8 years of service, or if age plus service equals or exceeds 80.

Age of Employees
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
20‐24

25‐29

30‐34

35‐39

40‐44

45‐49

50‐54

55‐59

60‐‐64

65‐70

Quanity

The average age of BCRC employees is 48.1 years with 10.5 years of service, and an
average annual pay of $52,793. For comparison, the County’s general unit (actuarially it is
called “Courthouse”) has an average age of 48.7 years with 11.6 years of service, and an
average pay of $46,291.
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Change in FTE's since 2007
600
500
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100
0
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2013
Sheriff

2014

2015

2016

Riverwood

The number of BCRC full time employees has declined 14% since 2007. During this same
period, the Berrien County general employees’ unit has declined 12%. The low point in
employment at the road commission was in 2013 and has been trending up since that time.
Non-union and union members share similar benefits, which differ dramatically in some
areas from what the County offers. For example:


BCRC allows sick, vacation and personal time to count as time worked for the
purposes of computing overtime. This means that someone could call in sick and
then say they have to work OT to make up for being sick – and get paid time and
one half their normal rate for that time.



BCRC has a 0.02 alcohol disciplinary trigger. The county has a trigger at 0.00.



The office working hours (normally 7:30 to 4:00) doesn’t conform with the normal
County hours of 8:30 to 5:00. During the construction season the union workforce
works a 4/10 schedule.



They accrue sick leave and vacation in totally different ways and amounts than the
County does. They have different maximums than we do. They pay 50% of sick
leave out at termination. We don’t pay sick leave out. It appears that vacation does
not roll over to the following calendar year – it’s used in that year or lost.



They allow personal days to accumulate without a maximum. We have two “use it or
lose it” days per year.



They have different holidays than we do (employee’s birthday, ½ day on New Year’s
Eve and ½ day on Christmas Eve).
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They have less bereavement leave than we do and it covers fewer relatives.



They offer employer paid life insurance for the employee’s spouse and children.



They have longevity pay of $191 a month (which equates to $2,292 per year per
employee) for certain employees.



The Road Commission is self-insured with the monthly rate set at the beginning of
each plan year. There was no waiver available to road commissions under P.A. 152
of 2011, so each participant pays 20% of the total cost for projected health care
cost. Berrien County is a self-insured provider of health care under the
administration of Blue Cross Blue Shield. All County employees now contribute 20%
of their health care cost. We currently have three forms of coverage: single
($7,334/year); double ($17,515/year); and family ($21,953/year).
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7. BCRC Financial Information
The BCRC’s main source of funding is from the state gas/weight taxes and motor vehicle
license registration fees commonly called MTF money (Motor Transportation Funds) or ACT
51 funds. It is distributed by the State through a formula, as outlined in Public ACT 51 (the
controlling act for road commissions). It has been necessary to delay needed road
improvements because of lack of funds. The BCRC does not receive property taxes,
although it has annually received a $125,000/year appropriation from the County for
bridges and culverts. Ten (10) of the townships now have road millages with most of the
rest using township general revenue funds for specific local road improvements. The
following chart shows revenue over the last five years with projected 2017 being up
substantially.

BCRC Revenue (In Dollars)
20,000,000
Other Revenue

18,000,000
16,000,000
14,000,000

Local
Government
Revenue

12,000,000
10,000,000

Fed & State
Sources

8,000,000
6,000,000
4,000,000

Act 51
Revenue

2,000,000
‐
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

While Act 51 funding has remained stable over the past five years, Federal and State grants
started to rise in 2014 and the trend has continued into the current fiscal year. This can be
attributed to several long-term projects finally moving from design to actual construction
and increased staffing in engineering to allow for grant submittal. Therefore, on a
percentage basis the BCRC has become more dependent on road grants for special projects
even though the MTF funding has remained relatively flat at approximately 60% of overall
funding. Most road grants require a 20% match so as this category increases it places a
strain on Road Commission general fund revenue.
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BCRC Revenue (Percentage of Total)
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On a percentage basis, the MTF funds has trended down not because of a decrease in
dollars but due to increases in grants from the state and the federal government.
Increased funding from the new state road tax started to arrive at the road commission in
January of this year. The increase in MTF funds are approximately 20% or over $200,000
per month. The new road tax has a number of different components but the most significant
is that on a go forward basis the new monies are a combination of revenue from a higher
tax on the price of gas and contribution from the Michigan State’s General Fund. The chart
shown below is a projection of revenues from the Michigan County Road Association (CRA)
and includes both gas tax revenue and general fund allocations. There is some concern by
the road Commissions that the general fund portion will be cut back based on other
priorities but overall there are significant new funds flowing into the road commissions.
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BCRC Projected MTF Funding with new Road Tax
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BCRC Expenditures (In Dollars)
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Spending on primary roads has remained relatively constant over the last five years while
local road spending has increased. This can be attributed to an emphasis on gravel roads,
an implemented “failed road” policy and the expansion of the prime and double seal
programs undertaken by the road commission. Debt service has been reduced as long-term
debt is retired.
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BCRC Expenditures (Percentage of Total)
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In 2016 a negative equipment expense was recorded due to the large amount of work performed
creating a “over utilization” factor. Equipment is calculated off of a state formula. When the actual
amount of equipment cost recorded in the work done on primary and local roads exceeds the calculated
rate then a credit is recorded to equipment cost.

BCRC Administrative Expenses
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
2012
Salary&Wages
Postage
Professional Services
Travel & Mileage
Insurance
Contracted Sevices

2013

2014
Admin. Leave
Office Supplies
Education
Advertising
Depreciation

2015

2016

Fringes
Dues & Subscriptions
Communication
Bldg. Repair & Maint.
Misc.

Year over year comparisons are sometimes difficult in administrative expenses because of a need to
apply some of these expenses to specific programs on a yearly basis. As can be expected wages and
fringes are the majority expense but has been drifting down as an overall expense. Contracted services
have risen based on the increases in state and federal projects.
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Original Budget vs. Amended Budget vs.
Actual
Expenses for Administration
1500000
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The value of comparing the Original Budget with the Amended and Actual Expense is to
understand the original intended growth or decline in that area. The years from 2012-2016
show an intended 22.6% reduction in administrative expenses. In a comparison of budgeted
to actual results the actual amount was under budget by 4.6%, 17.8%, 17.7%, 20.0% and
14.5 % respectfully for the years of 2012 thru 2016.

BCRC Revenues vs. Expenditures
30000000
25000000
20000000
15000000
10000000
5000000
0
2012

2013

2014
Revenue

2015

2016

2017 Budget

Expenses

The above chart shows an increasing revenue stream coming into the road commission over
the last five years and a large increase budgeted in 2017. As indicated previously the MTF
funds from the state have been relatively stable but the state and federal funding has
increased as BCRC has been more successful in obtaining grant funding. In addition, 2017
represents the completion of several long-planned projects.
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Change
C
to
t Road Fund
1,000,000
500,000
0
2012

2013

2014

2015

201
16

‐500,000
‐1,000,000
‐1,500,000
Chan
nge to Road Funnd

ear 2013 to 2015 saw an
a accumula
ated surpluss of $1,741,474. In 201
16 the BCRC
C had
Fiscal ye
own its fund
an actua
al loss of $1,105,472 as
s it elected to spend do
d balance b
by increasing
g the
amount of road work performe
ed prior to the
t
increase
ed funding from the ne
ew gas tax. The
adopted budget for 2017 shows an increas
se in the ro
oad fund of $98,500. This fund balance
includes non-spenda
able invento
ory and a ra
ainy-day bo
oard restrictted fund am
mounting to $2.0
million dollars.
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Unreserved Fund Balance*
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*Includes non-spendable inventory.

Unreserved Fund Balance to Expenditures
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As of September 30, 2016, the unreserved fund balance was $5,736,538. This is
approximately 29% of expenditures. BCRC has uneven cash requirements thru the year due
to the summer construction season. It tends to build up cash thru the winter and spring and
then spend it during the summer months as paving projects and maintenance are at a peak.
The below chart shows approximate cash on hand by quarter to illustrate this point.
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Month End Cash Balances
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Long Term Debt (Percentage of Total)
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Although the BCRC has gradually reduced its general obligation debt, retiree healthcare
(which, unlike the County, is NOT pre-funded but is a pay as you go amount) has stayed
stable over the last five years. The monthly retiree healthcare subsidy ranges from
$75/$150 (retiree only vs. retiree and spouse) to $220/$370 depending on the retirement
date. The BCRC allows a retiree to opt back into coverage if they dropped it, unlike the
County.

Long Term Debt as a % of Unreserved Fund Balance
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At 2016 fiscal year ending, the long-term debt (not including pension) totaled only slightly
more than 15% of its unreserved fund balance.
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8. Pension.

BCRC Pension Funding vs. County
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The BCRC’s participates in the Berrien County Employees Amended Retirement Plan which is
a cost-sharing single-employer PERS (public employee retirement system) that covers all
full-time employees of the BCRC. The pension is currently funded at 61.8% which is better
than the Sheriff Department’s 56.8% but less than the County “Courthouse” (or general
employees) at 72.0 %. The unfunded actuarial accrued liability (UAAL) of the BCRC is
$7,449,731. As indicated earlier, according to the current contract, the retirement age for
union and non-union employees is age 60 with 8 years of service, or age plus service equals
or exceeds 80. The pension multiplier is currently 2.0 (most County general unit members
have a 2.2 multiplier; the Sheriff’s units are 2.8). BCRC personnel contribute 6% to their
pension.
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9. OPEB (Other Post-Employment Benefits)

The BCRC does not pre-fund for retiree healthcare and does not offer it after the age of 65.
The existing agreements (collective bargaining and resolution for non-union employees)
require an employer contribution.
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10.

Equipment and Technology.

Capital Assets (Equipment)
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Purchases of road equipment has been trending up as it was recognized that the delay in
purchase and lack of certain equipment was negatively impacting the road commission.
While trucks will be discussed in the next section the BCRC has added a new grader, a
whole road width chip spreader, electronic sign boards, six hot boxes for pothole repair,
pickups, and one-ton trucks. Road equipment is depreciated with the “sum of years—digits”
method. The significance of this method is that it is an accelerated depreciation technique
which assumes that assets are generally more productive when they are new. The useful
life of this equipment ranges from 5-8 years. This means that over an 8-year depreciation
cycle, almost 60% of the value of the equipment has been depreciated in the first 3 years.
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Capital Assets (Trucks Purchased)
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While depreciation is important from an accountant’s standpoint, I believe that this chart is
more illustrative. Based on a very cursory review of the BCRC asset listing, it is obvious
that purchases were eliminated due to financial constraints from 2006 thru 2014. Because
of this activity the average age of the fleet was extended to an average age of 15 years
versus a target of 8 to 10 years. A target of acquiring 5 new trucks every other year will
allow this target to be reached. A similar scenario was going on in the other heavy
equipment category of loaders, graders and gradalls. In the years that new trucks are not
purchased then this other heavy equipment will be purchased. Total expenditures of 1.0 to
1.5 million dollars will be required to be spent each year on equipment and trucks. It is
noteworthy that the BCRC has had significant capital maintenance done on the trucks.
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Capital Assets (Buildings & Other)
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Buildings are depreciated on a 40 year “straight-line” basis (roads vary from 5-30 years).
The general assessment of all the facilities is that they are adequate but lack maintenance.
A more complete description of needs is addressed later in this study.
At the BCRC technology upgrades are coordinated by the safety officer. Computer services
is a contracted service with an outside company. The PC’s, printers and plotters have been
upgraded on schedule. Many software packages reside on one of two servers. These
software packages include accounting software, Roadsoft (for road safety history and road
maintenance) road design software, service requests system and engineering packages
and office software packages. In addition, all major vehicles are monitored by a GPS
system which is a hosted solution. Labor reporting has been automated and collected
electronically and the phone system is now joined with the county system. A security
system has also been installed. Road selection for upgrades has been automated and
factors in age, condition, road surface type and traffic counts.
All garages have internet connections to allow e-mail, service requests and transfer of
employee job and hours posting. All major equipment has radios connected to a central
system and central dispatch.
Of particular note are two software applications that have significant impact to the County.
The BCRC has implemented a Customer service module that allows for fast resolution of
most road issues brought to the attention of the road commission. Thru the filing of a
service request done by either the road commission or directly by the resident road
problems are addressed by the appropriate garage. The system is interactive and progress
on any issue can be tracked. The second application is the process of working with the
townships on various road projects. A four-year forecast is created for each township with
input from the road commission, residents and township. The projects lay out cost, type of
work, distance and shared responsibilities. Once agreed upon the information then drives
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the construction season and budget process. Both applications have been recognized by
the state County Road Association as best practices.

The BCRC has seven (7) MPSCS radios for command and control needs during
emergencies. Once their Foremen coordinate the resources needed for public safety, they
go to their VHF and talk to their trucks. Ideally MPSCS would put all those communications
on one radio system, but at $2,500 per mobile radio, their current VHF appears cost
efficient.
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B. SURFACE CONDITION OF FEDERAL AID ELIGIBLE ROADS.

Percentage of Road Segments Falling Under Surface
Classification by Year

1. Berrien County (1,482 Miles/No Road Millage)
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• Roads with PASER ratings of 8-10 require Routine Maintenance. Routine
maintenance encompasses day-to-day maintenance activities, such as street
sweeping, drainage clearing, shoulder gravel grading, and sealing cracks to prevent
standing water and water penetration.
• Roads with PASER ratings of 5-7 require Capital Preventive Maintenance.
Capital preventive maintenance is a planned set of cost effective treatments to an
existing roadway system that retard future deterioration and maintain or improve the
functional condition of the system without significantly increasing structural capacity.
The purpose of capital preventive maintenance fixes is to protect the pavement
structure, slow the rate of pavement deterioration, and/or correct PASER Rating
Pavement Quality pavement surface deficiencies. These treatments are targeted at
pavement surface defects primarily caused by the environment and by pavement
material deficiencies.
• Roads with PASER ratings of 1-4 require Structural Improvements. This
Category includes work identified as rehabilitation and reconstruction, addressing
the structural integrity of a road.
Paser ratings are an attempt to classify the condition of the road sub base and as such is an
approximation of the surface condition of the roadway. Berrien County has started the use
of an IRR (International Road Roughness) index to attempt to measure surface road
roughness.
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2. Van Buren County (1,330 Miles/.9769 Mills)
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3. Cass County (1,015 Miles/No Millage)
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While it is clear that since 2008 the Federal Aid Eligible roads have gradually worsened in
their condition, similar data from Cass and Van Buren Counties show that this is not unique.
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C. WHY DID OTTAWA CONSIDER, AND CALHOUN, JACKSON, AND INGHAM
ELIMINATE THEIR ROAD COMMISSIONS?
PLEASE NOTE: THESE VIEWS ARE MINE ALONE BASED ON MY OWN RESEARCH
AND DO NOT REFLECT THE OPINION OF ANY OTHER PERSON.

1. Why did Ottawa consider the elimination of their separate road
commission?
Ottawa County was concerned about the legacy costs that their road commission
was accruing, and seeking ways of increased opportunities to share services.
They opted to enter into an agreement with their road commission in lieu of
assuming those responsibilities directly.
2. Why did Calhoun County ultimately decide to take their road
commission over?
The financial condition of the Calhoun County Road Commission had deteriorated
over the past 15 years. Certain key ratios, including spendable fund balance to
annual operating expenditures, debt service expenditures to total expenditures,
percentage of construction/structural improvement costs to total expenditures,
and the increasing OPEB obligation to spendable fund balance have all
contributed to this adverse trend. In summary, a seriously deteriorating cash
position with no expectation of additional State funding drove the decision, along
with a desire to create a roads department that was more effective and
accountable.
3. What about Jackson County? Why did they eliminate their road
commission?
Jackson County did not appear to have any pressing rationale for looking into the
issue, but when finished felt that there were more compelling reasons to make
the change. They thought there might be some monetary savings and gains
through greater employee engagement. They also felt that the citizens would be
supportive of having a single point of service and centralized decision making.
4. And, finally, what triggered Ingham County’s takeover?
The process started in Ingham County with numerous complaints of
mismanagement at the Road Commission from employees. It was reported that
the Road Commission Board were involved in management and personnel issues
as opposed to policy issues. Board members consistently communicated directly
with staff members . When the Ingham County Board approved the resolution,
one commissioner said that the move will not only streamline government but
will address ongoing turmoil with the road commission. He is quoted as saying
“The citizens of the county will continue to get pretty good service from their
road commission and I think the employees will now be protected from political
meddling?”
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D. ADMINISTRATOR’S ASSESSMENT OF THE BERRIEN COUNTY ROAD
COMMISSION.
“It’s like déjà vu all over again.”
Yogi Berra
Since I presented the “Feasibility Study for County Operation of the Berrien County
Road Commission” (Oct, 2013) there’s been significant improvement in the areas of
technology, maintenance, long range planning, equipment investment, and finance at the
Road Commission. I attribute this success to the October, 2013, hiring of former Managing
Director who provided effective day to day management; made some excellent
hiring/promotion decisions; and, with varying degrees of success, was able to keep the
appointed road commissioners focused on policy development (MCL 224.9) and not on the
day to day affairs of the organization. It is interesting to note that in my 2013 report I
wrote:
….The most visible problem at the BCRC is employee turmoil, which I characterize as
really just a symptom of an overall lack of organization leadership. …
This turmoil has created an environment of distrust and lack of direction, while the
key positions of Managing Director and Finance Director remain vacant. The selection
of competent, experienced individuals to fill these two positions would help, but only
if the BCRC Board delegated to the Managing Director the necessary authority to
properly address employee complaints without individual Road Commissioner
interference, or constant Board scrutiny of every action taken by management. …
My belief is that although there have been three years of relative peace and
accomplishment, it is the failure of some members of the Road Commission Board to adhere
to their own policies, thereby creating an impossible environment for a Managing Director to
effectively do the job, that ultimately has led to the current instability. More recently, the
BCRC decision to hire from within an interim Managing Director with little supervisory
experience, rather than chose someone from their more experienced managers, bolsters
this instability.
The similarity is striking. When I briefed the County Commissioners in 2013, the
Road Commission had one vacancy and the road commissioners were August Zielke
(appointed in 2012), Tim Lynch, James Daniel, and Jess Minks (appointed 2012), and no
Managing Director. Today, the Board of Road Commissioners is, again, effectively at four
voting members with Zielke, Minks, Joe Margol appointed 2015), and Bill Smith (appointed
2017). Bill Hodge (appointed 2014) is under temporary restraining order not to vote since
early June, 2017. He was returned to the BCRC on May 31st having been removed by the
Board of Commissioners in November, 2016, after being sworn in as Bainbridge Township
Supervisor. Again, like 2013, there is currently no Managing Director.
In 2013 I provided some suggestions, in writing, to Augie Zielke, the RC Chair, regarding
the verbiage for a draft managing director agreement. These were incorporated into the
signed agreement.
In accordance with MCL 224.9(2) the Berrien County Road Commission shall act as
an administrative board only and the function of the board shall be limited to the
formulation of policy and the performance of official duties imposed by law and
delegated by the County Board of Commissioners. The direct management of the
Berrien County Road Commission and the implementation of the goals and policies
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established by the Board are understood and agreed to be delegated to the
Managing Director. (Article III—Board Responsibilities)
The Managing Director shall be regarded as the chief administrator and finance
officer of the Berrien County Road Commission and will be expected to formulate
recommendations on the areas requiring policy development and appropriate action
by the Board.
The Board recognizes its responsibility for the delegation of responsibility to the
Managing Director relative to the execution of policies, plans, and programs, and
delegation of commensurate authority for their execution will be automatically
granted unless expressly reserved to the Board at the time of their enactment…
(Article IV—Managing Director Responsibilities)
This Managing Director’s employment agreement was for approximately two years expiring
on September 30, 2016. It was then extended by one year with a change: financial
responsibility was moved to the Finance Director.
The Road Commission has now posted a job description for this position. It states that there
will be no employment agreement, and based on past performance, I suspect the vague
terms of this job description will open the door to continued Board interference in the day to
day operations of the BCRC. Furthermore, without any employment protections afforded
him/her, this job description essentially perpetuates micromanaging of the managing
director and grossly limits the pool of candidates who would take a position with such stated
limitations. Here’s an example:
“Reports to and takes direction from the Road Commission Board.”
Under “Duties” it reads:
“The Managing Director shall be responsible for the economical and expeditious
execution of the policies, plans and programs established by the Road Commissioner
Board.”
And then, at the end:
“Your employment with the Berrien County Road Commission is a voluntary one and
is subject to termination by you or the Berrien County Road Commission at will or
without cause, and with or without notice, at any time.”
In conclusion, my assessment of the Road Commission as it exists today is that while there
have been many positive improvements since I completed the Feasibility Study in 2013, the
Road Commission Board has chosen to go a way directly contrary to actions it took to “right
the ship” in 2013. In the absence of any corrective action by the County Board of
Commissioners, I anticipate that the micromanaging of staff will continue inevitably
resulting in lower employee morale and productivity.
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Option 1: Maintain current five-member, appointed road commission.

The BOC increased the number of appointed road commissioners from three to five on April
30th, 2008. Since that time the BCRC has had 15 road commissioners. Two passed away;
and 9 have either resigned or been replaced. The first option is, of course, to do nothing
and retain the current Board structure. This is what the Board of Commissioners did in late
2013, finally voting on December 18, 2014, to not invoke the takeover provision of the
County Boards of Commissioners Act, PA 156 of 1851.



Option 2: Restructure the road commission as an appointed board of 3 or 4
members.

For purposes here, I’ll discuss the three-member option.
The BCRC functioned for many years with three members. The BOC may, of course, return
it to three if it believes that this will in some way address the issues. It should be noted
that while the BOC may at any time go through the process of altering the number of road
commissioners, except for resignations, an appointed road commissioner can only be
removed prior to completion of his/her term by the BOC essentially for neglect of duty
and/or malfeasance.
In other words, the BOC may alter the ultimate size of the road commission, but, in the
absence of legal authority to the contrary, should assume that it must wait until the
expiration of the term of office of a commissioner (unless a vacancy occurs) before effecting
the change. Replacement of a Road Commissioner prior to end of their term without their
agreement is problematic.


Option 3: Restructure the road commission as an elected board of 3 to 5
members.

The power to initially choose the election or appointment of county road commissioners is
conferred upon the county board of commissioners. Notwithstanding the initial method of
selection chosen, a county board of commissioners in counties containing 12 or more
surveyed townships may change the method of selecting county road commissioners from
time to time as the county board deems advisable. The process of changing from the
currently appointed board, to one of 3-5 elected commissioners is straightforward: the BOC
would generally establish whether the election would be a regular or special election, the
number of seats to be filled, and would specify the properly staggered terms. Except note
that Attorney General Opinion No. 6322 dated November 15, 1985, states:
“(T)he action by the county board of commissioners to change the method of
selecting county road commissioners from appointment to election does not operate
to create vacancies in such offices requiring that all county road commissioner offices
be filled at the next election. It is my further opinion that each county road
commissioner in a county where the mode of selection for the office is changed from
appointment to election may serve the balance of their unexpired term.”
Once again, the rule that currently appointed road commissioners continue to serve in that
capacity until their term expires prevails.
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Option 4: Establish by formal agreement an enhanced collaboration between
the County and the Road Commission.

While this is not an option addressed in statute, the threat of a County “takeover” would
likely bring the otherwise independent road commission to the table for a serious discussion
of increased cooperation. Note, however, that the staffs have been working together very
well for over two years and the problems persist.


Option 5: Transfer of the powers, duties, and functions that are otherwise
provided by law for the appointed board of county road commissioners of that
county to the county board of commissioners.
(7) Except as otherwise provided under subsection (5) and subject to the requirement
provided in subsection (9), before January 1, 2020, the powers, duties, and functions
that are otherwise provided by law for an appointed board of county road commissioners
may be transferred to the county board of commissioners by a resolution as allowed
under section 11 of 1851 PA 156, MCL 46.11. The appointed board of county road
commissioners of that county is dissolved on the date specified in the resolution adopted
under this subsection, and the county board of commissioners is authorized to receive
and expend funds as allowed under 1951 PA 51, MCL 247.651 to 247.675

This alternative is clearly the most vigorous in its concept, resource intensive in its full
implementation, and poses the greatest exposure to the County in terms of its unintended
consequences.
If this alternative is approved by the BOC, I will defer to Corporate Counsel to orchestrate
the actions necessary. It will require at least two public hearings on whether to transfer the
powers, duties, and functions of the Berrien County Board of County Road Commissioners to
the BOC. The final resolution will provide a specific date on which the BCRC is dissolved and
requires only a majority vote of the BOC. If we had an elected road commission, the
dissolution would require a question to be brought to the voters at the next general
election.
Current understanding of the law suggests that the decision is reversible so the Board could
take over the road commission and then sometime in the future revert it back to an
independent entity. Again Corporate Counsel would need to render an opinion.
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